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Download Print Email Add to My Lessons Goals - Analyze the structure, functions and processes of the executive branch Describe the various roles of the president: commander-in-chief, chief diplomat, agenda setter, CEO Identify the functions of executive cabinet positions and regulatory departments In Executive Command, students assume the
presidency and learn to: Propose an agenda to Congress Sign bills into law Delegate new laws to the appropriate federal agency Handle international diplomacy Command military in times of war Source iCivics Join iCivics | Log in to Play Teach About Donate Shop You counted on us to help your students understand the process we choose our president
on. You can count on us to again help students understand the powers of the presidency and what it means to have a successful first 100 days. These justified and newly created resources are interesting, engaging and designed to enable students to analyze events such as the State of the Union address and to tackle important issues related to
communications, campaign promises, cabinet nominations, and domestic and foreign policy. We hope you have as much fun using them as we had to make them! The first 100 days even presidents have to worry about making the grade! Discover the story behind First 100 Days and its impact on the US presidency with this new lesson plan that includes
expansion ideas and media literacy moments. Presidential agenda For the winning candidate, campaign promises evolve into an official presidential agenda. And despite the dubious general public, 75% of agenda goals since Woodrow Wilson have been delivered. This mini-lesson takes a look at how the president's agenda is being developed, shared and
executed. Cabinet building The president is not alone when it comes to the daily work of the executive branch. This lesson takes a look at the history of the presidential cabinet, how the government is built through the confirmation process, and why this elite group of people matters to you. Supreme Court nominations Supreme Court justices keep their jobs
for life, so when it comes time for a new justice to join the ranks, all eyes are on the president and Congress. This lesson introduces the basics of Supreme Court Justice nominations, helping students cut through policies to compare the nominees' legal philosophies and make their own judgments. Six roles as president from commander-in-chief to CEO -
keep track of the many hats the president wears with this printable infographic for your classroom! #CommandTheExecutive Join the conversation around teaching students about the presidency! Share your thoughts and definitely share photos of your students playing Executive Don't forget to tag @iCivics @iCivics use #CommandTheExecutive so we can
like, love, share and retweet your posts! Try your best to run the country with the recently redesigned game, Executive Command. Now available FOR FREE on Google Play and in the iTunes App Store! Watch the trailer! These resources were made possible by the support of ESAF ESAF
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